Map 1

Key: Blue Dots = White, Green Dots = African America, Red Dots = Asian Americans

Questions:
1. Looking at the map what significance does 8 Mile Road have?

2. Is this city racially segregated or not? Explain.

3. Which area seems to be more racially diverse, North or South of 8 Mile Road? Why do you think that might be?

4. If you had to guess, which city in the US do you think this is?
Map 2

Key: Blue Dots= White, Green Dots= African America, Red Dots= Asian Americans, Orange Dots= Latinos

Questions:
1. Compare this map to the first map, what similarities are there between the two cities? What differences?

2. Which racial group seems to be the biggest?

3. Which areas (North, South, East, West) seem to be the most diverse? Explain your reasoning.

4. Which city do you think this is?